
MoneyTree ATM Services, LLC 

130 Staff Drive, Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548 

Phone 800-566-0286, FAX 850-301-0140
 

 

POLICY PROCEDURE/INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT 
 

Whereas, MoneyTree ATM Services, LLC (MoneyTree), a Florida Limited Liability Company is 

the registered Independent Sales Organization (ISO) with certain entities allowing ATM 

transactions to process across certain Networks. 

 

Whereas, ____________________________________________________ hereinafter known as 

Third Party Sales Representative (TPSR)  

 

DBA:_____________________________________________________________ (if applicable) 

 

located at _______________________________________________________ desires to operate 

certain ATM machines as a TPSR to be processed with Digital Network Solutions, LLC (DNS) 

as evidenced by a separate agreement. 

 

Whereas it is necessary for an ISO to act as Network Sponsor to allow ATM transactions to 

process across these Networks and TPSR desires to have MoneyTree act as said ISO Sponsor. 

 

Whereas Prosperity Bank acts as the Bank Sponsor for Network Access and Network 

Sponsorship for MoneyTree ATM Services, LLC and for DNS. 

 

Whereas the TPSR desires to and agrees to comply with Network rules for ATM transaction 

processing including but not limited to those rules promulgated by Visa, Star, Plus, AMEX, 

Tyme, NYCE, Cirrus, Independence, Quest, Prosperity Bank, and Master Card to become a 

Third Party Sales Representative (TPSR) for Prosperity Bank and not as an independent ISO as 

evidenced by an Agreement (Schedule B) hereby referenced and incorporated by and between 

TPSR and Prosperity Bank. 

 

Whereas an individual, corporation, company or other business entity not registered as an ISO 

cannot act as an ISO for the purposes of transaction processing nor can a TPSR but may only act 

as a servicing agent for technical support. 

 

Whereas MoneyTree has financial liability for violations of Network Rules and Regulations for 

TPSRs acting under their ISO registration and desires to be indemnified and made whole for 

fines or levies imposed upon MoneyTree by actions or violations of TPSRs against Network 

Rules. 

 

TPSR and _________________________________________________ jointly and individually 

hereby agree to indemnify and make whole MoneyTree for fines associated with said violations 

that are assessed against MoneyTree for violations that TPSR is made aware of and does not 

comply with. TPSR recognizes that the regulations and rules may change or be added to from 



time to time outside the control of MoneyTree and TPSR agrees to hold harmless MoneyTree for 

any damages resulting from such changes. MoneyTree shall notify TPSR of said changes by 

certified mail at the above address for compliance purposes and TPSR shall comply with said 

notices within three calendar days of notice. Cost associated with compliance shall be born 

solely by the TPSR except that ISO may provide notice stickers at their discretion. This 

indemnification shall be in effect from the date of the signing and continue in force during any 

time that the ATMs are running transactions through DNS. ISO may direct DNS to turn off any 

ATM not in compliance with said regulations and neither DNS nor ISO shall incur any liability 

for loss of revenues associated with such shutdown. 

 

At the time of this Agreement, all stickers and graphics affixed to any ATM associated with the 

TPSR including but not limited to all advertising or sales support numbers on the above 

referenced ATMs associated with the TPSR, notices on receipts and any other identifying marks 

referencing telephone numbers and logos must solely reference MoneyTree and not the TPSR. 

This includes but is not limited to the 4”x 4” Surcharge or “Fee Notice” stickers referencing 

MoneyTree and Prosperity Bank that are included along this agreement to be placed on the 

ATMs. All other said items shall be removed from the ATMs and from the receipts to bring the 

ATMs into compliance with current regulations. 

 

Additionally, the ATM associated with the TPSR must allow a minimum $200.00 withdrawal 

option at all times. 

 

In the event of a dispute between the TPSR and MoneyTree, venue shall be in accordance with 

and governed by Florida Law or Statue and venue shall be Escambia County, State of Florida. 

Prevailing party shall be entitled to reasonable attorney’s fees. This agreement shall in no way be 

interpreted to establish a joint venture or partnership by or between the parties. 

 

Signed: _________________________________________Dated: __________ 

Bradford A. Fletcher for MoneyTree ATM Services, LLC 

 

Signed: _________________________________________Dated: __________ (For the TPSR) 

 

Signed: _________________________________________Dated: __________ (Individually)  
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